
Digital Media

RFID Lock Box
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S FE Technologies Digital Media RFID Lock Boxes keep your 

valuable DVDs visible, not vulnerable. By protecting the 

RFID from potential theft you’ll have the confidence to leave 
all DVD items on the shelves in locked boxes.  The cases 

are robust and provide maximum protection against the 

harsh environment of a library drop box. A peripheral seal 

is created with overlapping case walls to reduce tampering, 

thereby leaving the RFID tag safely hidden inside the case.

• The system uses OneTime™ DVD cases that protect both the DVD items 
(i.e. DVD, Blu-ray, CD and Audiobooks) as well as the RFID tag.  

• OneTime cases are available in configurations up to 6 discs in a standard 
Amaray footprint, 3 discs in Blu-ray footprint, and up to 3 discs in a CD 
case footprint

• Unique internal lock enables the industry’s fastest checkout solution 
and eliminates a separate inventory item while maximizing shelf density

• UMD-11 Decoupler unlocks all variants of One-Time security cases and 
incorporates a “night lock” to reduce opportunities for internal theft

• An intuitive animation on the touchscreen of the Station instructs 
patrons to unlock their DVD items prior to checkout, and the DVD 
unlocker itself lights up to indicate the correct workflow making the 
process virtually error-free.

The integrated DVD Unlocker on the FE Technologies Self Loan Station 

is so easy to use – all your patrons will be able to borrow and unlock 

their DVDs without visiting the Circulation desk.  An onscreen animation 

will instruct the patron to unlock the item by sliding the case into the 

built-in unlocker.  LED lights will change from red to green to indicate 

a successful unlock – the DVD is now checked out, unlocked and ready 

to take home – it’s that simple!

The FE Technologies DVD Integrated Unlocking Device is an optional 

feature of the FE Technologies Self Loan Station.  

We’d love to discuss library RFID and its benefits with you and your team. We 
can gladly set up a demonstration of our products at your premises, arrange 

a tour of our site, or a visit to one of our up and running RFID libraries.

Give us a call:   1 300 731 991
Send us an email:  enquiries@fetechgroup.com
Or visit our website:  www.fetechgroup.com


